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The Connecticut Hospital Association 
(CHA) has updated the hospital 
performance reporting section of its 
website to reflect the new January - 
March 2004 data that will be reported 
by the Centers for Medicare & 
Medicaid Services (CMS) Hospital 
Quality Alliance (HQA).  
 
The data on the CHA website parallels 
the 10 quality indicators for public 
reporting that CMS plans to update on 
its hospital performance reporting 
website on November 30, 2004.  The 
10 HQA indicators include separate 
measures on the care participating 
hospitals provide to patients diagnosed
with heart attack, heart failure, or 
pneumonia.   
 
Consistent with Connecticut hospitals' 
commitment to public accountability, 
the CHA website presents the HQA 
data in a consumer-friendly format, 
with simplified explanations of the 10 
quality indictors and bar graphs that 
display both the Connecticut and 
national median for each measure.  In 
addition, while the CMS website will 
display participating hospitals' HQA 
data for all measures – even if the 
hospital has fewer than the 25 cases 
considered by experts to be the 
minimum number necessary to reliably 
predict hospital performance – CHA's 
website differentiates visually and with 
explanatory text those hospitals having 
fewer than 25 cases for a given 
measure.    
 
Connecticut hospitals have been 
releasing HQA data to CMS since July 
2003, when Connecticut became the 
first state to achieve 100% participa-
tion by its hospitals in the voluntary 
national performance reporting 
initiative.  Recently, several hundred 
additional hospitals nationwide began 
participating in the HQA with their 
January 2004 data, prompted by the 
implementation of the CMS market 
basket update incentive included in the 
Medicare Modernization Act.  The new 
federal legislation ties hospitals' 
eligibility for the full 2005 CMS market 
basket reimbursement increases to 
HQA participation.  Because of the 
large volume of hospitals that recently 
began reporting, CMS will delete all 
2003 HQA data from its website, 
essentially starting over with the 2004 
data.   
 
CHA will continue to update the hospital 
performance reporting section of its 
website quarterly, tracking the updates 
to the CMS website, which is scheduled 
to be officially launched as a "Hospital 
Compare" website for consumers in 
February 2005.  The new website is 
the third in a series of CMS consumer 
websites, following the agency's 
previously launched “Nursing Home 
Compare” and “Home Health 
Compare” websites. 
 
  

ChimeData Fact Sheet 
Now Available Online 

 
ChimeData’s inaugural Fact Sheet:  
Influenza in Connecticut, which CHA 
distributed to its hospital members last 
week, is now available as a public 
resource on the CHA website.   
 
CHA will publish ChimeData Fact 
Sheets periodically as part of its 
ongoing effort to add to the overall 
value and utility of its data programs 
and services by providing information 
and analysis on topics that are relevant 
to Connecticut acute care hospitals.    

 

http://www.cthosp.org/Quality/HPR.html
http://www.cthosp.org/Quality/HPR.html
http://www.cthosp.org/Quality/HPR.html
http://www.cms.hhs.gov/quality/hospital
http://www.cms.hhs.gov/quality/hospital
http://www.medicare.gov/NHCompare/Include/DataSection/Questions/SearchCriteria.asp?version=default&browser=IE%7C6%7CWin2000&language=English&defaultstatus=0&pagelist=Home
http://www.medicare.gov/NHCompare/Include/DataSection/Questions/SearchCriteria.asp?version=default&browser=IE%7C6%7CWin2000&language=English&defaultstatus=0&pagelist=Home
http://www.medicare.gov/HHCompare/Home.asp?version=default&browser=IE%7C6%7CWin2000&language=English&defaultstatus=0&pagelist=Home
http://www.medicare.gov/HHCompare/Home.asp?version=default&browser=IE%7C6%7CWin2000&language=English&defaultstatus=0&pagelist=Home
http://www.cthosp.org/ChimeData/ChimeDataFactSheets.html
http://www.cthosp.org/ChimeData/ChimeDataFactSheets.html
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Red Cross Announces Restructuring, New CEO 

he American Red Cross, Biomedical Services, has 
nnounced a nationwide organizational restructuring 

hat defines new strategic priorities over and above 
he strategic requirement of providing hospitals and 
atients with a safe and adequate blood supply.   

he Connecticut Region will join forces with the New 
ngland Region to reduce costs and take advantages 
f economies of scale within the Division.  This is not a 
erger; both regions will continue as separate entities, 
ach with their own CEO.   

s part of the restructuring, the Connecticut Region 
as set the following priorities:  improving partnerships 
ith the hospitals of Connecticut, increasing blood 
ollections, and reducing overall costs. 

ews of the restructuring preceded yesterday’s 
nnouncement that Paul Sullivan had been named as 
hief Executive Officer for the American Red Cross, 
onnecticut Blood Services Region, effective January 
, 2005. 

ullivan currently serves as Vice President, Strategy 
nd Technical Operations at American Red Cross, 
iomedical Services located in Washington, D.C. 

CHA, CNA to Collaborate on 
Back Injury Prevention Program 

njuries among healthcare workers, particularly back 
njuries, present a major risk and contribute to both 
hort-term staffing problems and the longer-term 
orkforce shortage.  To help its members reduce their 

isk, CHA is collaborating with the Connecticut Nurses’ 
ssociation (CNA) to offer Preventing Back Injuries in 
ealthcare Workers:  Programs That Work. 

his program, to be held from 9:00 a.m. - 3:30 p.m. 
onday, December 13, 2004, is the second in CHA’s 

eries on ergonomic issues in healthcare.  The 
rogram will focus on best practices for the prevention 
f back injuries in the institutional setting, providing 
roven strategies with demonstrated success. 

pecific topics include: 

 Saving nurses from neck injuries 
 A management process to improve outcomes in 

injury prevention programs 
 The American Nurses Association’s “Handle with 

Care” campaign 
 A lift-team approach to patient handling 
This educational activity has been approved for 6.3 
hours of continuing nursing education (Contact 
Hours).  The Connecticut Healthcare Research and 
Education Foundation/CHA is an approved provider 
of Continuing Nursing Education by the Connecticut 
Nurses’ Association, an accredited Approver by the 
American Nurses Credentialing Center’s Commission 
on Accreditation. 
 
For more information, visit the education section of 
the CHA website or contact Rhonda Bates at (203) 
294-7267 or bates@chime.org. 
 
 

CHA to Offer Succession Planning Program 
 
Results from a recent survey released by the 
American College of Healthcare Executives 
(ACHE) point to a lack of succession planning by 
most hospitals.  According to the survey report, 
eight out of 10 hospitals surveyed said they didn't 
routinely prepare for turnover among midlevel and 
top leadership.   
 
In recognition of the importance of maintaining 
leadership continuity to an organization’s future, 
CHA will offer Succession Planning:  Do It Now, or
Pay the Price Later from 9:00 a.m. - 4:30 p.m. 
Friday, December 17, 2004. 
 
Regardless of the size and sophistication of an 
organization, the practical succession planning 
models and techniques presented in this program 
will help organizations avoid future unfilled 
vacancies, delayed financial progress, and failed 
promotions.  By focusing on organizational 
preparedness to meet tomorrow’s business 
challenges, the program will help participants 
identify their organizations’ human capital assets 
so they can plan to have the right people in place, 
at the right time, with the right knowledge, skills, 
abilities, and experiences.   
 
For more information on this program, visit the 
education section of the CHA website or contact 
Rhonda Bates at (203) 294-7267 or 
bates@chime.org.  

 
 

CHA Offices Closed November 25 & 26 
 
In observance of the Thanksgiving Day holiday, 
CHA’s office will be closed Thursday November 25, 
and Friday, November 26, 2004.  Best wishes to all 
CHA members for a safe, happy, and healthy 
holiday weekend. 

http://www.cthosp.org/occal/EP_chrono.asp
mailto:bates@chime.org
http://www.ache.org/pubs/research/SuccessionRpt04.pdf
http://www.cthosp.org/occal/EP_chrono.asp
mailto:bates@chime.org

